I have a thought;  
the quantum fluctuation of ideas  
in and out of existence.  

Example 1  
What a novel idea;  
two vastly different concepts alloyed as one.  

Is there more to this?  

Neurons spark, coming to life,  
what if... idea 1?  
BRILLIANT!  
And example 1 and idea 1 mingle among  
the ever electrified field of neurons  

seeding ideas.  

Thoughts’ 1 thru infinity explore all possibilities  
within a single point.  
But what of example 1 and idea 1  
lost among the ever increasing  
library of ideas;  

→ good and bad,  
→ novel and conforming.  

Idea 1 and example 1 sacrificed  
to further explore an experience,  
The formulation of an idea!  

Let’s dig deeper,  
discover a hidden intellect,  
an intellect full of examples 2-5, and ideas greater than 1  

But was example 1 developed to → fruition?  

Retrace the steps taken;  
how does example 1 transform into example 2 or idea 1, or  
fluctuate into existence at all? Such novel considerations.  
But the footprints are too faded and all breadcrumbs have been consumed  
All new contemplations and opinions children of  
idea 1, or was it example 1 ... → It’s too late.  

Keep idea 5 flowing;  
the next gold mine of process 8 and note 2,  
the next fundamental particle,  

... theory 3 ...  

is one neuron connection  

further.